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Abstract: This paper presents the problem of performing collision detection between cloth and the solid object
in real-time simulation. In order to achieve the fast collision detection and to help in collision computation, we
propose a self-created Axis-Aligned Bounding Box (AABB) hierarchy. These AABBs can help in reducing the
time needed to compute collision resolution.
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1. Introduction
Cloth plays an important role in our life and also in the virtual environment world as the advancement in the
computer hardware industry and rapid research done in the simulation field of cloth. Cloth in real life can be
manipulated freely but it does not have the ability to be manipulated in virtual world as the time taken to
compute cloth properties to be as real as in real time will be very time consuming.
In computer animation field, cloth and also flexible material simulation is treated as an important aspect for
creating realistic virtual humans and dynamic environment. New emerging technologies such as interactive
digital television and multimedia products provides a base tool to perform real time simulations which is
powerful although it can’t produce very accurate and realistic result as non-real time simulations.
The cloth simulation can be either in real time or non-real time which can be breakdown to many component
compromising difference technique and method to make the final cloth appearance as real as possible. Among
those components, the main component will be highlighted such as the cloth model creation method, the mass
physical properties representing the cloth, collision technique used, collision detection and also collision
resolution method as those components will have impact on the overall computation time and needs to take extra
remark when constantly creating the cloth object in the simulation system.

2. Mass Spring Model
Mass spring model is the most famous model for cloth model [1, 2, 3]. Spring-mass system particles are
connected by massless spring of non-zero natural length and there are may be composed more than two particles.
When a gravity force is applied to the particles, it produces a velocity for each particle to update its position. The
new position of each particle can change the length for each spring-damper connection. [2] argued that cloth is
not a homogeneous material but a mechanism of threads woven into an interlocking network and the fabric is not
held together by molecular bonds but by friction. Euler integration method has been the standard way to use with
particle system model as it calculates the time history of the particle trajectory efficiently.
As cloth simulation takes into consideration of internal and external force which may account to large force
magnitudes, the integration method will not be suitable as it will be unstable and undesired result might occur as
stated in [1] where they used Implicit Euler Integration. The downside of using Euler integration increases when
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collision handling is involved as the particle trajectory result will be unstable. [4] suggested that each particles
velocity within the objects should be corrected after each time step using the equation shown below:
vm
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Where
previous time step and dt represents the infinitesimal time step. As to achieve a more numerically stable model
when considering particle position at difference time steps, verlet integration method is being introduced where
the position of the particle are computed without using any velocity term. The method of verlet integration is
shown as below:
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Where fj represent the accumulated external forces and nj represent the particle mass. With this equation in 2,
the cloth particle system can be introduced with damping force that could affect the appearance of the cloth as
small amount of dragging effect can be achieved. The equation with the used of damping force is shown as
below:
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[5] Presented a model where each particle in the grid is connected to its four nearest neighbors by stiff
stretch springs. Each particle is also connected to its four diagonal neighbors by (less stiff) shear springs. Finally,
each particle is connected to its eight next-nearest neighbors by (weak) non-linear bend springs. Fig. 1 below
illustrates the three types of springs and how they are connected to the particles:
 Structural springs: Handle extension and compression and are connected vertically and horizontally.
 Shear springs: Handle shear stresses and are connected diagonally.
 Bend springs: Handle bending stresses and are connected vertically and horizontally to every other particle.

Fig. 1: Three types of springs a) Structural spring b) Shear spring c) Bend spring

[6] Used a mass-spring model to describe rigid cloth behavior which proved to be faster than the techniques
described above. His algorithm checks the length of each spring after iterations and modifies the positions of the
ends of the spring if it exceeds its natural length with more than a certain value (10% for example) as shown in
Fig. 2. However, the major drawback is super elasticity but to overcome this problem, [6] applied a position
modification algorithm to the ends of the over elongated springs but other spring would be elongated if this
operation modifies too many vertices position.

Too Large Rest Length Too Short
Fig. 2: Concept of constraint operation when two particle point distance is as shown.

When the distance between the two nodes the spring is connected two is equal to the resting length, the
spring is not affecting the two nodes with any force. When the distance between the nodes is greater than the
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resting length, the spring will apply a force to them, thus trying to move them closer, and vice versa. The spring
force is linear to the displacement, and a spring coefficient controls the stiffness of the spring. The higher the
coefficient is, the stiffer the cloth will be. A higher spring coefficient will make the system more unstable.
External force such as aerodynamics and friction will help in producing realistic cloth simulations. The
following is formulation for the external force F, similar to [7]:
1

(4)
Fair = 2 pcw A(n̂ × vrel ) vrel
Where, P represent specified weight of air, cw represent resistance coefficient, A represent surface area
represented by the particle, n̂ represent unit surface normal at that point and vrel represent the velocity of the
particle with respect to an ambient wind vector. [8] can be referred to for a more realistic treatment of
aerodynamic effects in cloth simulation.

3.

Cloth Collision Detection

A widely used method for detecting cloth collisions is to put small repellent proximity forces between the
cloth surface and the deformable rigid or cloth surface as describe by [1, 2, 9]) while the actual collisions are
tested with pairs of particle-face or face-face of the current positions.
Bounding Volume Hierarchy (BVH) can be easily employed to accelerate collisions among the BVs that are
used widely to build coarse representations of the objects are spheres [10, 11], ellipsoids, Axis Aligned
Bounding Boxes (AABB) [12], Oriented Bounding Boxes (OBB) [13], Binary Space Partition Trees (BSP-Trees)
and Quantized Orientation Slabs with Primary Orientations (QuOSPOs) [14]. An adaptive spatial subdivision of
the object space based on Oc-tree structure has been introduced by [15]. Another popular approach to collision
detection is based on Voronoi diagrams [16] where spatial and temporal coherence has also been exploited.
[17] have described a method to solve collision detection for flexible objects composed of polygons. [4]
have used a hybrid explicit/implicit integration algorithm to animate real-time clothes which integrated as a
Voxel-based collision detection algorithm but it seems to be limited by the maximum number of polygons that
can animate in real-time. [18] proposed to use the z-buffer for collision detection to generate depth and normal
maps. Computation time of their collision detection does not depend on the complexity of the body. However,
the maps need to be pre-computed before simulation, restricting the real-time application.
Some research and approach has been carried out by [19,20,21,22] in providing fast and suitable intercollision checks using Bounding Volume Hierarchy (BVH). BVH can be constructed using bottom-up or topdown approach where leaf node holds the primitive type.

4. Cloth Collision Resolution
Numerous approaches proposed by [9,23,1,6] have been introduced for cloth collision resolution: the correct
next positions and velocities of colliding cloth particles. So far, however, no cloth collision resolution method
which considers cloth-cloth momentum conservation has been introduced, while we cannot achieve realistic
cloth interactions in cloth animation without conserving cloth-cloth momentums. Having this characteristic is
visually distinctive when cloth surfaces are moving fast and interact with each other.

5. AABBs Hierarchy
The first part of the computation process would be to create the bounding box for the vertex points of the
cloth for collision resolution purpose. All of the cloth vertex point will be bounded with bounding box first
which is also known as leaf node (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3: Grouping of vertex and triangle point as a bounding box

The second step would be to create a main bounding box that bound the whole cloth vertex point and
recursively subdivide into 8 child node where each child node will contain the bounding box of the primitive
intersecting in it. When the child node is less than 8, no more subdivide of the space is done. Therefore, there
exist only 1 bounding box first and all child bounding box are linked together in a hierarchical tree since it will
provide the smallest number of overlap test for collision and for the purpose of preventing all collision checking
with each bounding box at each frame. Fig. 4 below shows the example of how the hierarchical tree works for a
cloth model.

Fig. 4: Example of hierarchical tree for a cloth model

6. Collision Checking
Inter-collision will be focused in this project and thus during each frame, the hierarchies node of the cloth
will be checked with the hierarchies node of another model. The process of testing AABBs intersection or
overlapping will be carried out on each pair of node and only the intersected node will have further test carried
out on their children nodes by traversing the hierarchy tree.[12] concept of traversing hierarchies will be used
and the procedures are outlined as follow:
 If the current nodes for both objects are leaf nodes, then the primitives bounded inside will be tested for the
occurrence of intersection to determine whether collision occurs. If collision happens, then further collision
resolution will be performed.
 If the current nodes are leaf nodes and the other is an internal node, then the leaf node is tested repeatedly for
the occurrence of intersection with the children of the internal node and the process stop when a leaf node is
reached.
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 If the current nodes for both objects are internal nodes, the node with smaller volume size is tested for the
occurrence of intersection with the children of the node with the larger volume size.
Triangle-point intersection test will be carried out if both BVH object are leaf node. The point for the cloth
vertex particle will be check first to see if it is penetrating the triangle of the model. For example, (x,y,z) of
⃗⃗⃗⃗3 of the
X2 X
current point location and (x ′ , y ′ , z ′ ) of previous point location from cloth will be check with ⃗⃗⃗⃗
X1 ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
⃗⃗⃗⃗4 ). If the
triangle by shooting a ray in the direction of old cloth point position to current cloth point position (X
ray intersect the triangle by passing through it, the barycentric coordinate (w1 , w2 , w3) for the triangle will be
computed. The barycentric coordinate can be computed using the following equation:
⃗X ∗ X
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⃗ ∗ ⃗X 43
w1
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(6)
Equation 6 will be used to find the third coordinate of the barycentric and with this 3 coordinates, the new
⃗ 5 , with coordinate (x t , y t , z t ) that lies on the triangle plane which the ray intersect is computed using
point X
the Eq. 7 below:
x t = w1⃗⃗⃗⃗
X1
y t = w2 ⃗⃗⃗⃗
X2

(7)

z t = w3 ⃗⃗⃗⃗
X3
⃗ 5 or X
⃗ 4 ), is nearer to the old cloth vertex point. If the
The next step would be to check which point (X
new point is nearer, the collision will resolve with moving the current cloth vertex point location to the location
⃗ 5 + length of the cloth thickness * the direction from the old cloth vertex point to the new point. If the new
of X
point is further, then current cloth point will be used to check if its distance to the new point is less than the cloth
thickness. If the distance is smaller, the current cloth point will be corrected to a new position based on how near
it is from the new point.

7. Conclusion
The program created uses the algorithm in the methodology and some self-created algorithm which is the
BVH creation, collision checking and resolution. The program will start with creating the cloth object, constraint
between the particles, the cloth BVH object and followed by extracting the model’s data and creating the BVH
for the model object. Updating the cloth particle position will be carried out based on external force like gravity
and wind. The program also provides inter-collision detection and collision resolution to ensure the cloth stays
on solid object. The application does not provide self-collision and with this feature added, the cloth can be
visualize more naturally and realistically as it will always stay on the surface of other triangles mesh like what it
does in the real world.
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